
Mulberry Tree Class Weekly Overview 11th - 15th January

Monday 11th Tuesday 12th Wednesday 13th Thursday 14th Friday 15th

Super 
Sentences 

(15 minutes)

“But you mustn’t forget to have lunch,” said their mummy. “You cannot have fun without food for your tummy.”  
So they packed a packed lunch for the Science museum, where rockets were kept if you wanted to see them.  
There were hundreds of rockets and spaceship surprises, Tall ones and small ones of all shapes and sizes. 

Phonics 
(20 minutes)

Sam’s Purse  
Teach reading the tricky word ‘you’. 
Introduce ‘ur’ using story, mnemonic 
flashcard, action and song. Practise 

forming ‘ur’. 

Clowning Around  
Introduce ‘ow’ using story, mnemonic 

flashcard, action 
and song. Practise forming ‘ow’. 

Coin Toss  
Introduce ‘oi’ using story, mnemonic 

flashcard, action 
and song. Practise forming ‘oi’. 

A Sore Ear  
Introduce ‘ear’ using story, mnemonic 

flashcard, action 
and song. Practise forming ‘ear’. 

Shared Writing – Let’s Cook!  
Play Getting Ready segmenting game. 

Children choose the correct GPC to 
complete the word. 

Reading 
(10 minutes)

Let’s Cook!  
Join Kit and Sam at Grandpa Dada and Grandma Dadi’s house, for some cooking fun!  

Listen to Miss Houghton read the story and then children practice.

Literacy 
(up 1 hour)

Lost and Found 
Watch film animation of story 

Can you think of something you can do to 
help someone?

Lost and Found 
Watch short animated version of story, 
Research South Pole, answer questions. 

Lost and Found 
Penguin starts with ‘p’. Is there 

anything else in the story you can 
find that starts with ‘p’.

Lost and Found 
What would you do if you found a 

penguin? 

Lost and Found 
Sequencing the story and using time 

words to annotate the pictures. 

Zoom Calls 
@ 11am 

(20 minutes) 
Possible resources to 

collect prior to our 
call if your want to 

join in.

Scavenger Hunt Prepositions with Teddy Science Experiments Miss Houghton Says 
Kims Game

Dress up day 

Get ready to run around the house to find a 
range of items! 

Bring your teddy to the zoom call! 1. Raisins, still water, fizzy water 
and two glasses. 

2. Shaving Cream, a large clear jar, 
water, blue food colouring, pipette or 

dropper and a small bowl.

Follow the instructions, but only if I 
say so!

Wear a funny hat to the zoom call 
(adults to join in too!) 

Sharing news, show and tell 

Maths 
(30 minutes)

Comparison to 5 & Composition to 5 
Useful resources: A bucket or bag for hiding objects and small items for counting.

Assembly 
(15 minutes)

iSingPOP Show 
Episode 10

iSingPOP Show 
Episode 11

iSingPOP Show 
Episode 12

iSingPOP Show 
Episode 13 

Star of the week responses

Celebration Assembly

Story Time 
(5 minutes)

The Fairytale Hairdresser and the Princess 
and the Pea

The Crocodile under the Bed The Koala Who Could Daisy Eat Your Peas How to catch a Star.

Daily 
Question

What superpower would you like to have? If you could be any animal,  which one 
would you be?

What’s your favourite meal? How would you change the world 
when you grow up?

If you could only keep one toy, which 
toy would it be?

Photo 
Challenge

Take a photo of… 
‘something frozen.’

Take a photo of… 
‘patterns’

Take a photo of… 
‘a silhouette

Take a photo of… 
‘sky and clouds’

Take a photo of… 
“cosy and warm’


